Abstract-Election falsification is one of the biggest problems facing third world countries as well as developed countries with respect to cost and time. In this paper, the guidelines for building a legally binding fraud-proof Electronic-Voting are presented. Also, the limitations are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dictators harm the countries they control. Furthermore, their harm usually extends to the rest of the world through wars they introduce and terrorist activities they host and fund. Therefore, it is the duty of everyone to work towards enforcing free election in the entire world.
Also, guaranteeing the transparency of elections, reducing the cost of elections and their times are key objectives. This motivated the trend towards electronic elections which can facilitate achieving these objectives plus being convenient. However, the move towards e-elections raises the question of guaranteeing absence of falsifications and assuring transparency.
Building electronic voting system has been an active field of research. A survey of the current legally binding electronic voting system can be found in [1] , and a survey on cryptographic techniques used in e-voting can be found in [2] . There are also several research papers on increasing the reliability of the e-voting process by using verifiable voting receipts that doesn't break the privacy requirements of the election, such as [3] , [4] , [5] .
The purpose of this paper is to provide Rules that need to be taken into consideration when building an electronic voting system to prevent vote falsification.
In this paper, the Egyptian elections will be taken as an example. The Egyptian voting process and the vote falsification practices will be explained in the next section. In the third section of the paper, software architecture guidelines will be presented. The advantages of these guidelines and the fraud prevention requirements will be discussed in the fourth section. The conclusion of this paper will be presented in the last section.
II. THE DEFECTS OF THE EGYPTIAN VOTING SYSTEM
Egypt is one of the countries that had never conducted a proven fraud-free presidential election since it was established some thousand years ago.
The current voting system is paper based. Each voter will be assigned to a polling station based on the home address indicated in his/her National Identification card (NID), which is a unique number identifying each citizen similar to the social insurance number (SIN) used in North America. The right to vote depends on the nationality, age and criminal records. Some employees, such as police members and judges, are prevented from voting.
On the election days, voters go to their assigned polling station, sign in front of a judge that verifies their identity, take a watermarked voting ballot, choose the candidate that they want and place the ballot in the ballot box. At the end of the election, ballots are manually counted and the result will be announced.
In this manual system, voting falsification may be conducted by candidates and by voting administrators.
Candidate vote fraud can be conducted through a technique called the circulating ballot. In this technique a candidate's accomplice prints a single falsified paper ballot. The falsification doesn't need to look authentic, it only need to be good enough not to be detected when being placed in the ballot box. The candidate's accomplice goes to the polling station, takes a ballot, keeps it empty, and replaces it with the falsified ballot which he/she places in the ballot box. The candidate's accomplice will get out of the polling station and mark the empty paper ballot with the candidate he/she is representing. The candidate's accomplice will give the pre-marked ballot to the voter willing to 'sell' his/her vote for some money, items or services. The voter will go, take and empty ballot and keep it empty and replace it with the pre-marked ballot. When the voter returns the empty ballot to the candidate's agent, the voter will have earned whatever fees he/she agreed upon.
Vote falsification can also be conducted by government with the complicity of the voting authority supervising the polling stations. Voting authority may replace the ballot box with other boxes filled with ballots choosing the government's candidate. This operation is virtually undetectable as long as the fake ballot box contains the same number of ballots as the original box. This can occurs at night in case of a multi-days election, or during the transport of the ballot boxes to the counting centers.
Another vote falsification technique is to add fictitious voters to the voting database and send polling boxes corresponding to these fictitious voters to the polling station without having to replace the original ballot boxes. Another technique is to fill ballots on behalf of voters that did not show on the voting day. Both these techniques can be detected by election observers as the number of actual voters will be much lower than the number of counted votes, but it is hard to prove. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
III. RULES
In this section, the system architecture for electronic voting will be presented with emphasis on the elements needed to improve the vote falsification prevention capabilities of the system. [6] 
1) Each

5) When the voter begins the voting session, a global unique identifier will be assigned to the voter, which is called the Voter Identifier Number (VIN). The voter will choose the candidates that he or she wants from the screen and then presses a button to finalize the voting session. The choices of the voter will be printed and shown to the voter through a class, as described in
IV. PROTECTION AGAINST VOTE FALSIFICATION
Following the rules presented in the previous section will help achieving a high level of protection against results falsifications.
First of all, candidates will not be able to bribe voters to manipulate their votes as the candidate will have no mean of checking the choices that the voters made in the election. Nevertheless, in case of corrupted election organizers, the voter may be allowed to take a picture of the printed election paper ballot, thus providing the candidate with the proof needed to allow vote selling. This risk may be reduced by using anti-flash glass over the paper ballot and the screen of the voting station to prevent digital pictures from being taken.
Moreover, government attempts to falsify the election without hacking the programs used in the election are easy to detect and thus cannot succeed.
Replacing the actual voting boxes with fake ones is useless, as the result comparison between the paper ballot and the electronic voting database will show a mismatch which will invalidate the election at this polling station.
Entering votes for voters that did not show cannot happen. The voting station is protected from clock manipulation and from entering votes outside the pre-defined opening hours and www.ijacsa.thesai.org dates of the election. The government cannot determine the list of voters that did not show till the end of the election, by which time it will be too late for the list to be useful.
Adding fictitious citizen to the voters' database and using them to enter fake vote is hard to implement. Having a person entering multiple consecutive votes during the election days will be easily detected by other voters and thus impractical. The maximum damage that a corrupted government can make is to issue multiple fake IDs to government agents and use them to vote multiple times in multiple polling stations. The logistics associated with such a plan makes this approach difficult to achieve and will place an upper limit on the number of fake votes that can be added using such a technique.
There is a risk of taking a legitimate voting station and hiding it from the public and use it to enter fake votes. This risk can be eliminated by assigning a known number of voting stations to every polling station and to make the public aware that they should report any polling station that has some missing voting stations. Moreover, statistical analysis showing a large vote bias at a specific voting station compared to other voting stations at the same polling station will be a valid proof of vote falsification.
If a corrupted government succeeds in breaking the voting application, there is hardly any solution that can be used. The work of [3] , [4] , [5] is very interesting as it provides a mean of detecting vote falsification while keeping the vote confidentiality, but this requires the protection of the encryption keys, which cannot be protected if the entire governmental entity supervising the election is corrupted. The only way to protect the elections in this case is to allow an international entity to supervise the election and trust it with the encryption keys. The same international entity should also be allowed to inspect voting station software during the election to detect any software manipulation.
V. CONCLUSION
A world with no dictatorships will be a peaceful and prosperous world. In this paper, the rules for building a system resilient against vote falsification were presented. A solution that can protect the election against a widely speed corruption in the organization supervising the election is not yet possible. The only feasible way that the current level of technology allows is to call for the establishment of an international organization that supervise the setting of the voting stations and that is trusted with the issuing and safekeeping of the needed encryption keys.
